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Blue Dragon Jet  
Extended 

 

 

 
 

Professional blowing machine designed for blowing microcables. A solid and simple structure ensures 

easy operation and a longevity of the unit. The high quality of the belt feeder and the power of the 

pneumatic motors allow the cables to be blown in at a speed of 110 m/min for a distance up to 2.5 km. 

The machine is equipped with a solid mechanical cable length counter and on request an electronic 

counter with speed measurement. Two gauges indicate the air pressure on the cylinder head and air 

motors. 

 

A blowing machine designed for blowing microcables with an extended range and with a special 

forward/backward switch that allows to withdrawn the cable. 

 

Blue Dragon Jet Extended has CPS (Cable Protection System) - a unique system of cable protection by 

precise guiding of the moving part of the feeder and “dragon jaws” profiled - sharp teeth ensure a secure 

fixing of the tubes without reducing the microduct's cross-section. 

 

You can also be interested in BDJ STANDARD with forward/backward switch that allows to 

withdrawn the cable. 

 

The BDJ Extended set includes a set of clamping sleeves for microducts and gaskets for any cable size, a 

10 m air hose for the compressor and a solid transport box. 

 

*** 3 YEARS WARRANTY *** 
Technical data BDJ EXTENDED 

Microcable diamater 2,5 – 12,0 mm   

Microtube diamater 5 –  20mm 

Blowing distance / max 2500 m  

Blowing speed / max 110 m/min 

Work pressure / max 15 bar 

Dimensions of the unit /L x W x H/ 610 x 300 x 320mm / weight approx 20kg 

Dimensions of the transport trunk 680 x 400 x 420 mm / weight approx 37kg 

 

Accessories included inside the set 

 Lubricant PRELUBE 5000 (240 ml) 

 Pneumatic oil sample 

 Micro duct cutter 

 Set of bushings 
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 Set of gaskets 

 Set of Allen keys 

 Socket wrench 

 Air hose 

 

Required compressor’s efficiency  

 micro ducts up till 8mm -0,8m3/min 

 micro ducts 8-12mm -1,0m3/min 

 micro ducts 12-16mm - 1,5m3/min 

 micro ducts 15-20mm - 3,5m3/min 

 

 

Dostępne modele:  BDJ  EXTENDED 

 
 

BDJ Extended 

including a directional switch 

and an extended blowing head! 

The direction switch allows you to 

change the blowing direction and 

withdraw the cable from the micro 

duct. 

Standard Extended blowing range: 

2.5-12 mm micro cable 

5-20 mm micro duct 

 

 
 

BDJ Standard with a direction switch 

and a mechanical counter meter 

 

 
 

BDJ Standard with a direction switch 

and an electronic counter meter 

 

*****OUR RECOMMENDATION***** 
 

 

 
 

 

Cable twister/ coiling/cable storing device 

Carousel is a useful device to store the excess of a cable while 

blowing-in cables in two directions, protects the cable from 

damaging, helps laying long sections of cable, foldable 

capacity up till 2000m of cable d=5-8mm  
 

 
 

Prelube liquids – reduce friction and extend the blowing distance. 

Pneumatic oil for the engines –a necessity in the operation of the 

blowing machine, consumable material 

 

 
 

 

Bullets for micro duct calibration 

 


